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ABSTRACT
Formally verified correctness is one of the most desirable properties of software systems. But despite great progress made via interactive theorem provers, such as Coq, writing proof scripts for verification remains one of the most effort-intensive (and often prohibitively difficult) software development activities. Recent work has created tools that automatically synthesize proofs or proof scripts. For example, CoqHammer can prove 26.6% of theorems completely automatically by reasoning using precomputed facts, while TacTok and ASTactic, which use machine learning to model proof scripts and then perform biased search through the proof-script space, can prove 12.9% and 12.3% of the theorems, respectively. Further, these three tools are highly complementary; together, they can prove 30.4% of the theorems fully automatically. Our key insight is that control over the learning process can produce a diverse set of models, and that, due to the unique nature of proof synthesis (the existence of the theorem prover, an oracle that infallibly judges a proof’s correctness), this diversity can significantly improve these tools’ proving power. Accordingly, we develop Diva, which uses a diverse set of models with TacTok’s and ASTactic’s search mechanisms to prove 21.7% of the theorems. That is, Diva proves 68% more theorems than TacTok and 77% more than ASTactic. Complementary to CoqHammer, Diva proves 781 theorems (27% added value) that CoqHammer does not, and 364 theorems no existing tool has proved automatically. Together with CoqHammer, Diva proves 33.8% of the theorems, the largest fraction to date. We explore nine dimensions for learning diverse models, and identify which dimensions lead to the most useful diversity. Further, we develop an optimization to speed up Diva’s execution by 40x. Our study introduces a completely new idea for using diversity in machine learning to improve the power of state-of-the-art proof-script synthesis techniques, and empirically demonstrates that the improvement is significant on a dataset of 68k theorems from 122 open-source software projects.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Building provably correct systems is critical in high-stakes domains, such as aerospace engineering and software for medical devices. However, most industrial verification tools either aim to simplify the verification process by sacrificing soundness [11] or significantly restrict the programming language in which the system is written [53]. A promising method for building correct software has been to use programming languages that are designed to inherently support program verification, such as interactive theorem provers (ITPs), including Coq [79], Agda [84], and Isabelle/HOL [61]. ITPs have had significant impact on industry. For example, Airbus France uses the Coq-verified CompCert C compiler [50] to ensure safety and improve performance of its aircraft [75]. Chrome and Android both use cryptographic code formally verified in Coq to secure communication [25], while Mozilla has its own verified cryptographic library for Firefox, improving performance [44]. Multiple companies have been successful in using proof assistants to provide formal verification services, including BedRock Systems, who builds formally verified solutions for the healthcare, infrastructure, and financial domains [9], Certora, who formally verifies smart contracts [17], and Galois, Inc., who verifies compiler correctness and hardware design [29]. Meanwhile Amazon successfully applies formal verification to cloud security problems in Amazon Web Services, providing tools for users to detect entire classes of misconfigurations that can potentially expose vulnerable data [6].

With ITPs, the user (a programmer) specifies a theorem about a property of the software and writes a proof script, a series of annotated proof tactics, that the interactive theorem prover uses to attempt to construct a proof of the theorem. Still, even with the help of an ITP, the effort required to write proof scripts is often prohibitive. The Coq proof of the C compiler is more than three times that of the compiler code itself and took three person years of work [50]. Meanwhile, it took 11 person years to write the proof script to verify a microkernel [59]. As a general rule, because of the expense of verification, nearly all software companies ship unverified.

However, some formal verification can be fully automated by synthesizing either the underlying proofs or the guiding proof scripts. A series of tools called hammers (e.g., CoqHammer [21]) use a set of precomputed mathematical facts to attempt to “hammer” out...
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The combined system can synthesize successful proof scripts for the verification domain, however, the interactive theorem prover can proving power can be significant, and the savings in human effort for formal verification is so great, that even small improvements in the theorems each one of the models can prove individually; if one can learn models that differ in a way to prove complementary sets of theorems. And because of our first observation, they can be combined without sacrificing their power. The combined system can synthesize successful proof scripts for all theorems each one of the models can prove individually; if one model fails to synthesize a successful script, the theorem prover unequivocally tells us so, and we instead use the other model’s successful script. Thus, if one can learn models that differ in a way to produce different scripts, potentially, this set of models may be able to prove far more theorems than a single model. The central question this paper answers is whether model diversity can be created to improve the proving power of proof-script-synthesis techniques, and whether such an approach improves on the state-of-the-art automated formal verification techniques. We find that the answer to both questions is “yes.” As we will demonstrate on a benchmark of 68,501 theorems from 122 open-source Coq projects, we are able to create a set of 62 models by varying learning parameters and learning data that, together, prove 68% more theorems than TacTok and 77% more than ASTactic, despite using the same search method. Combining our approach, Diva, with CoqHammer [21], we can prove 33.8% of all the theorems, the highest such result to date. Diva proves 364 theorems that none of the prior tools have been able to prove. The difficulty of manually writing proof scripts for formal verification is so great, that even small improvements in proving power can be significant, and the savings in human effort that our approach represents are quite substantial.

Our insights enable for a completely new way to combine machine learning models. Of course, the idea of combining models is not new. Ensemble learning allows weighting the results of multiple models to improve the precision or recall of a single model [68]. And stacking uses a classifier to decide which model to apply to each input [24]. While both these methods can improve precision and recall in practice, they can also, hypothetically, reduce them, and often cannot properly amplify the correct results of a small minority of models. By contrast, in our domain, our method for combining models can never produce a wrong result or ignore the correct result produced by even a single model. This represents a killer app for ensemble learning and stacking. We are the first to combine the idea of ensemble learning with an oracle to produce optimal stacking.

This paper explores nine dimensions for learning diverse models, and identifies which dimensions lead to the most useful diversity. Altering the types of information (the proof script, state, and term) the model learns from resulted in the greatest diversity, while varying the depth of the proof script and the learning rate provided the second most diversity. As running a large number of models can be inefficient, we develop a model interrupt optimization that speeds up Diva’s execution by 40×.

The main contributions of our work are:

• A novel approach for combining varied machine learning models to formally verify software properties.
• A systematic exploration of which learning dimensions provide usable model diversity.
• An implementation of our approach, Diva, that proves 68% more theorems than TacTok and 77% more than ASTactic, the prior work most closely related to ours. Diva is open-source and is available at https://github.com/LASER-UMASS/Diva/.
• An optimization for improving Diva’s performance.
• A platform for evaluating models and rerunning experiments, and all data and source code used in our experiments for replications [27].

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explains verification in Coq, Section 3 presents Diva, and Section 4 evaluates our use of diversity to increase the proving power of automated formal verification tools. Section 5 places our research in the context of related work, and Section 6 summarizes our contributions.

1 THEOREM PROVING IN COQ

Coq is a dependently-typed language with a small kernel, which provides a high assurance that Coq-verified programs are truly correct. However, program verification in Coq is not automatic. To prove a theorem in Coq, a programmer must write a proof script (in Ltac), which, when executed, helps automatically generate a proof (in Gallina) of the theorem. Alternatively, metaheuristic search techniques [35] can automatically search for a proof script, thus alleviating the burden for the programmer [28, 69, 90]. However, metaheuristic search is only as good as the predictive model that is used to bias the search. In this section, we will discuss how a programmer interactively writes proof scripts in Coq (Section 2.1), how metaheuristic search can be used to automatically generate a proof script (Section 2.2), and design considerations for building a predictive model to generate proof scripts (Section 2.3).
2.1 Interactively writing proof scripts

When a theorem is proven in Coq, this means that in Gallina (Coq’s internal language), a proof term of the desired type has been constructed. The type of this term is the theorem itself. A programmer could write the Gallina proof term themselves, but this can be a long, unforgiving process [65]. To simplify this task, Coq has a meta-programming language called Ltac in which programmers can write proof scripts, which when completed and run, generate the Gallina proof term automatically.

Programmers use an interactive proof assistant (e.g., CoqIDE or Proof General) to write proof scripts, which consist of a sequence of proof tactics. The proof assistant executes a proof script, even a partial one, and provides immediate human-readable feedback after each tactic’s execution. This feedback is Coq’s internal proof state, which includes the goals to prove, the local context of assumptions, and the environment of proven-so-far set of facts. The programmer can even ask to see the intermediate Gallina proof term by writing and executing the show proof command in their proof script.

When starting to prove a theorem, Coq’s proof state is a single goal, which is the theorem itself (the corresponding proof term is ?Goal). The aim is to manipulate the proof state through the use of tactics until the goal is proven and thus removed from the proof state. Since the search space of goal manipulation is too large, a programmer helps manage the exploration by using the current proof state to select a sequence of proof tactics to try.

The interactive proof assistant checks that a partially-written proof script is valid and updates the current proof state, allowing the programmer to incrementally develop a proof script. The programmer can choose a tactic, examine the output from the proof assistant, and then choose the next tactic. If the programmer chooses an invalid tactic, the proof assistant displays an error. If the programmer chooses tactics that are valid, but do not make progress, they can use the proof assistant to backtrack to an earlier proof state and try a different approach. The programmer continues selecting tactics until the proof assistant prints no more subgoals, and then uses Qed to complete the proof script.

2.2 Proof script synthesis via metaheuristic search

In interactive proof script generation, the burden is on the programmer to choose the sequence of tactics. To remove this burden from the programmer, metaheuristic search techniques can sometimes automatically generate a proof script.

The space of possible proof scripts is infinite and quite complex. Because of this size and complexity, automatically searching blindly through this space for a proof script that might prove a theorem is unlikely to succeed. Metaheuristic search [35] can help guide the search to improve the chances of success, and, in fact, is often successful [28, 69, 96]. Such search starts with an empty proof script, and predicts a first most likely proof step. This prediction can be made based, for example, on the theorem being proven and examples of past, successful proof scripts. The search executes the partial proof script and determines, using some heuristic-based fitness function, whether adequate progress has been made. If it has not, the proof search can try another likely proof step. If it has, the search can iteratively augment the partial proof script, adding subsequent predicted proof steps, making progress toward proving the theorem. Making reasonably accurate predictions is, of course, a critical part of successful metaheuristic search, and Section 2.3 will describe possible ways to do that.

Figure 1 shows how beam search can use a predictive model to bias a metaheuristic search for a proof script. In this example, the model predicts 3 likely next proof script steps (the beam width is 3). The search then uses a heuristic-based fitness function to determine criteria for applying the candidate proof steps. Here, the criteria are that the partial proof script compiles and results in a proof state that has not been previously seen within this proof script) the process iterates until, either, the proof state has no subgoals and the proof script can be completed using Qed, or the search reaches a timeout.

2.3 Proof script modeling

Prior proof script synthesis tools, such as ASTactic and TacTok, use the predictions from learnt proof script models to bias the metaheuristic search for a proof script. Such a model is learnt from a set of existing, successful proof scripts to predict the next proof step (tactic and arguments) of an incomplete proof script. Recall from Section 2.1 that there are three relevant aspects of proof scripts we may want to encode to serve as input to such a model: the proof state, the proof script, and the Gallina proof term. ASTactic only encodes the proof state, while TacTok encodes both the proof state and the proof script. There has yet to be a proof script synthesis tool that encodes the Gallina proof term. Next, Sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2, and 2.3.3 describe how to encode the proof state, proof script, and Gallina proof term, respectively. 

2.3.1 Encoding the proof state. The proof state consists of the goals to be proven, local context, and the environment. While the programmer sees them in a human-readable format, each term of the proof state has an underlying abstract syntax tree (AST) representation. ASTactic and TacTok serialize these ASTs and encode them using a neural model, specifically a TreeLSTM [78]. Prior work has
2.3.2 Encoding proof script features. The proof script is comprised of a sequence of tokens in Ltac. For the model to encode these tokens, each proof script needs to be preprocessed to remove high-frequency low-signal tokens, such as punctuation. Then, encoding such a sequence is traditionally done using a language model [10, 56, 76]. Language models are widely used in natural language processing tasks [7, 74]. The primary function of a language model is to predict the next token in a sequence of tokens. While prior work has used n-grams to model Coq [37], TacTok found neural language models work better to encode the sequence of tokens because it can generate a representative vector (embedding) for the sequence, that can then be combined with other types of inputs. Among the most extensively used neural language models are transformers [23] and RNNs [62]. TacTok uses an RNN (specifically a Bidirectional LSTM [62]) because transformers require massive amounts of data to train [23], which is typically not available in the formal verification domain.

2.3.3 Encoding the proof term. Prior tools have not encoded proof terms, but, conceptually, the Gallina sequence is similar to the proof script Ltac sequence, and we encode it in a similar way using a Bidirectional LSTM [62]. This allows all three, the proof state, proof script, and proof term, to be encoded with a single model.

3 DIVA: DIVERSITY-DRIVEN SYNTHESIS

Machine learning models can be sensitive to noise in the training data [60, 82] and to parameters applied during the learning process [31]. This sensitivity can cause great variability in the accuracy of models. Of course, this can hurt the generalizability of machine learning results, but we posit that in the right domain, this sensitivity, and the diversity of models it can produce, can provide a significant benefit.

In the formal verification domain, tools such as ASTactic [90], Proverbot9001 [69], and TacTok [28] use a learnt model of a proof script to guide metaheuristic search toward synthesizing a proof script for a theorem. Variations in the models can alter the search, resulting in potentially different attempted synthesized scripts. The key uniqueness of this domain is that an interactive theorem prover can act as an oracle for each proof script. If the proof script leads the theorem prover to generate a proof terminating in QED, then the proof script is, by definition, correct. This allows a synthesis tool to try applying many different models to bias the search in different ways, and then pick out just the successful synthesis attempts, discarding the failed ones.

This is not the typical case in applications of machine learning. Ensemble learning [68] and stacking [24] attempt to combine the results of multiple machine learning models to improve precision or recall. However, without an oracle, ensembles and stacks are unlikely to always pick the correct result, especially when relatively few of the diverse models produce it. By contrast, in our domain, with the theorem prover acting as an oracle, even a single model producing the correct proof script can establish an answer.

To demonstrate this insight, we develop Diva, a proof-script-synthesis tool that uses the diversity in machine learning to significantly improve its proving power. Diva is open-source and is available at https://github.com/LASER-UMASS/Diva/.

Diva’s key contributions are the generation of a diverse set of models capable of proving complementary sets of theorems, a mechanism for combining the benefits of the models, and an optimization to make running a large number of searches using independent models feasible.

To automate proof script synthesis, Diva uses a learnt model of a proof script to guide metaheuristic beam search. During this search, Diva samples a fixed number (beam width) of the most likely tactics, predicted by the model, across all search tree nodes at the same level, and then uses these tactics to search for a complete proof script. Diva backtracks when the Coq compiler fails to check the attempted proof script step or detects a duplicate proof state. Diva uses the same beam search configuration (width of 20, search depth limit of 5, and a timeout of 10 minutes) as ASTactic and TacTok.

To intentionally produce a diverse set of models that prove complementary sets of theorems, control over the learning process is key. When training a model of proof scripts, Diva varies the learning parameters and which features of the training data to encode. Next, Section 3.1 describes what a Diva model looks like; Sections 3.2 and 3.3 detail how Diva generates a diverse set of models by controlling learning parameters and the encoded features of the training data, respectively; and Section 3.4 explains our Diva efficiency optimization.

3.1 Diva’s learnt model

Figure 2 illustrates Diva’s proof script model, learnt from a set of existing proof scripts. Diva uses the predictions from this model to drive the search for a complete proof script.

Figure 3 details the encoders used in the Diva model to encode relevant aspects of proof scripts. Figure 3(a) presents the proof state encoder, which Diva uses to encode the goal, local context, and environment, in AST form. To encode a tree, it uses a TreeLSTM network [29], which generates embeddings for each proof state term. Figure 3(b) details the proof script encoder, which Diva uses to encode the proof script sequence. We encode the parsed sequence
of previous tokens using a Bidirectional LSTM, which generates an embedding for the sequence. A Bidirectional LSTM improves on the LSTM by capturing more contextual information by processing the input sequence in two ways, forward and backward [62], allowing the output layer to simultaneously see both directions of information. Diva encodes the Gallina proof term (the first synthesis tool to do this) using the same encoder in Figure 3(b). Similar to the proof script sequence encoding, we choose to encode the sequence of proof term tokens using a Bidirectional LSTM, generating an embedding. Diva jointly learns embeddings for the sequences and ASTs.

Diva’s tactic decoder is modified from the tactic decoder first used in ASTactic and, later, TacTok. This tactic decoder is conditioned on the sequence of embeddings. In Diva, however, the embeddings are a concatenation of a subset of the embeddings generated from the proof script, proof term, and proof state encoders. This allows for modeling of more relevant proof script aspects and the choice of which subset to combine allows us to create variability in the models (see Section 3.3). The tactic decoder then generates a tactic by sequentially growing an AST [91]. It chooses a production rule from the context free grammar of the tactic space at a non-terminal node in the AST, while it synthesizes arguments based on semantic constraints at a terminal node. A GRU [19, 20] controls this process of growing the tree, as it updates its hidden state using the input embeddings of the partially generated AST.

Diva trains the model on a set of existing proof scripts. Each proof script in this set is broken down into training instances, which are the inputs to the model. A training instance is comprised of the proof state before the tactic execution, the proof script up to the tactic execution, the Gallina proof term before the tactic execution, and the next step of the proof script. The Diva model jointly learns embeddings for the proof state ASTs, the proof script, and proof term sequence, and then uses these embeddings to predict the next proof script step in the form of an AST. The model sends the predicted AST along with ground-truth next tactic AST to the trainer, where the trainer compares these tactic ASTs and back-propagates the loss.

Unlike prior tools, Diva jointly trains a language model over the tokens in the proof term. Section 3.2 details further modifications in this training process for creating Diva’s diverse models.

3.2 Diversity via varying learning parameters

One way in which we create a diverse set of models is by varying the learning parameters, which affects the model’s size and the learning algorithm itself. For this, we start with the Tac model from TacTok, and explore varying six dimensions: sequence tactic depth, sequence token depth, the learning rate, the embedding size, the number of layers, and the order of the training data.

Tactic and token sequence depth. The sequence depth denotes the size of the input the learning algorithm considers. When training, the model can consider the entire proof script written so far, or part of it, such as only the most recent tactic and its arguments, or several most recent tactics with arguments, or only several most recent tokens. The proof script encoder considers only that portion of the proof script (and, symmetrically, the decoder will consider the same depth when decoding the next proof step). Diva varies the sequence depth along both tactics and tokens, from a depth of 0, which does not consider the proof script at all (it considers only proof state, making the model equivalent to ASTactic’s model), to the entire proof script. Diva considers sequence depth sizes (excluding the start token) of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20, 25, 29 and 30.

Learning rate. During training, the algorithm updates the model’s weights in every iteration. The learning rate is a hyperparameter that determines how much the weights can be changed in each iteration. A larger learning rate is less likely to result in the training getting stuck in a local optimum, but may also take longer to converge or fail to explore a region long enough to find an optimal solution. Accordingly, the models produced by varying the rate can be quite different. Diva considers learning rates of $3 \times 10^k$ for $k \in \{-2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8\}$.

Model size (embedding and layers). The model’s size is defined by two hyperparameters, the number of model layers and embedding size, which is the size the vector space in which a proof aspect is embedded. Diva varies the proof script encoder size by trying 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 layers and embedding sizes of 64, 128, 256, and 512.

Training data order. The order of the training data can affect the model [31]. We vary the order in which Diva sees the training instances by creating ten random orders.

3.3 Diversity via varying training data

The second way in which we create a diverse set of models is by varying aspects of the training data available to the learning algorithm. There are three types of data in the training proof scripts: the proof state, the proof script tactics and tokens, and the proof term that the proof assistant generates when it executes the proof script (recall Section 2.3). When training a model, we either include each of these three types of data or we exclude them. For the proof script, we include either the tactics or the tokens, since they encode fundamentally the same information. This leads us to a total of 11 models. For the models that do not include proof state, when we encode the training instance that represents the very start of proof-script synthesis, we include the theorem being proven (otherwise the model would not know what it is trying to prove). Similarly, at test time, when synthesizing the first proof script step, we include the theorem being proven.

3.4 Efficiently combining model executions

Executing a large set of models in sequence is slow since Diva has to wait for a model to finish its proof script synthesis attempt before it can try the next one. We develop model interrupts to improve Diva’s efficiency. In model interrupts, given a set of models, Diva assigns an arbitrary order of model application. In order, each model will be given a specified amount of time to try to synthesize a proof script. Once the time runs out, the next model attempts to synthesize a proof script from scratch. Figure 4 illustrates this concept. The first model attempts synthesis from scratch for $X$ seconds, at which point, if a complete proof script is not generated, the partial proof script is stored and the second model attempts to synthesize a proof script from scratch for $X$ seconds. And so on. Once each model is given an opportunity to try for $X$ seconds and a complete proof script is not found, the models will be given more time to synthesize...
4 EVALUATION

We evaluate Diva to measure how much diversity of models of proof scripts can increase the effectives of proof script generation. We follow the methodologies of prior evaluations of proof-script synthesis tools [28, 90], in terms of the dataset (Section 4.1.1) and metrics (Section 4.1.2) used; we compare to two state-of-the-art proof-script-synthesis tools, ASTactic [90] and TacTok [28], which use the same metaheuristic search for proof-script synthesis as Diva. We further compare Diva to the state-of-the-art proof-synthesis tool CoqHammer [21].

Our evaluation answers four research questions:

RQ1: Does diverse-modeling significantly improve proof-script synthesis over state-of-the-art approaches CoqHammer, ASTactic, and TacTok?
RQ2: How much model diversity results from varying the model learning parameters sequence depth, learning rate, number of layers, size of embeddings, and training order, and how does this model diversity affect proof script synthesis effectiveness?
RQ3: How much model diversity results from varying which aspects of the training proofs — tactics, tokens, proof state, Gallina proof terms — are available to the learning process and how does this model diversity affect proof script synthesis effectiveness?
RQ4: How effective is our interrupts mechanism for improving Diva efficiency?

All of our evaluation data and the source code to reproduce our results are available [27].

4.1 Evaluation methodology

We first describe the dataset and metrics we use to evaluate Diva.

4.1.1 Dataset. In our evaluation, we use CoqGym [90], the state-of-the-art benchmark used in prior evaluations of formal verification tools [28, 51, 90]. The benchmark consists of 70,856 theorems from 123 open-source software projects in Coq. The CoqGym benchmark comes with a preselected training set of 96 projects with 57,719 human-written proof scripts, and test set of the remaining 13,137 theorems from 27 projects.

Our earlier TacTok evaluation [28] was unable to reproduce prior results for ASTactic’s performance [90] for one project, coq-library-undecidability, due to internal Coq errors when processing the proof scripts. Accordingly, we exclude this project from our evaluation. We were able to reproduce the results for the remaining 26 projects of 10,782 theorems. In total, our training and test sets have 68,501 theorems from 122 projects.

4.1.2 Metrics. We measure four quantities in answering our research questions: success rate, added value, diversity, and mean time to prove a theorem.

Success Rate. The success rate of a tool, widely used in prior evaluations [28, 41, 90], is the fraction of all theorems for which the tool generates a successful proof script.

Added Value. The added value of tool A over tool B is the number of new theorems tool A proves that tool B does not, divided by the number of theorems tool B proves.

Diversity. Given a set of models, we wish to know how much diversity they yield with respect to their ability to prove theorems. And so, we think of the diversity of a set of models as the diversity of the corresponding sets of theorems that the models prove. Our goal with the diversity measure is to be able to compare how much diversity results from various methods for creating models, so that we can compare the different methods.

Informally, given a set of objects (theorems) we define a family of diversity functions, such that the $k$th diversity function, $d_k$, measures the relative increase in objects contained in $k$ sets, as compared to $k - 1$ sets. So, for example, for a set of models, $d_5$ denotes the fraction of the additional theorems (out of all the theorems proved by at least one model) that are able to be proved by adding a fifth model to a set of four models, on average.

More formally, let $T$ be a set of objects and let $M$ be a set of subsets of $T$ such that the union of all sets in $M$ is equal to $T$. Then, for each $k \in \{1, 2, 3, \ldots, |M|\}$, the $k$th diversity function $d_k : 2^T \to \mathbb{R}$ is the average increase, in terms of the fraction of $T$, that the union of $k$ elements of $M$ contains over the union of $k - 1$ elements of $M$. Thus, for all $M_k \subseteq M$, such that $|M_k| = k$, and for all $M_{k-1} \subseteq M$, such that $|M_{k-1}| = k - 1$, $d_k(M)$ is the average value of $\frac{|M_k| - |M_{k-1}|}{|T|}$. Given a set of models, we compute the diversity functions empirically. We use each model to attempt to synthesize proof scripts to prove theorems. We then compute $T$, the set of all theorems that can be proven by at least one model. Then, to compute $d_k$, we, for each model, compute how many additional theorems it proves compared to each set of $k - 1$ models. We then compute the average of those numbers, and divide it by $|T|$ for normalization. In the end, $d_k(M)$ is the average fraction of theorems proven by adding a $k$th model to a set of $k - 1$ models. Note that the sum of $d_k$ for all $k$ is 1, and that diversity is monotonically non-increasing with respect to $k$ (that is, $d_{k-1} \leq d_k$).

Mean Time to Prove a Theorem. To measure efficiency, we compute the mean time it takes to generate a proof script for a theorem, averaged over all the theorems for which we produce a successful proof script, and over all the possible orderings of the models used in the metaheuristic search.
4.2 RQ1: Does diversity help Diva outperform the state-of-the-art?

We created models by varying learning parameters and aspects of proof scripts to encode (recall the models described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3). Overall, we generated these 62 models for Diva to use.

We compare Diva to the state-of-the-art synthesis tools, ASTactic [90], TacTok [28], and CoqHammer [21]. ASTactic and TacTok, like Diva, learn from existing proof scripts to predict the next step of the proof script. CoqHammer uses a fundamentally different approach. Whereas CoqHammer produces proofs in Coq’s logic (Gallina), Diva searches the proof-script space. When the Coq compiler executes a proof script, it generates a proof. Proofs cannot be wrong, while proof scripts can be (e.g., a proof script that concludes with Proof completed, may not lead to a valid proof when it is checked by the Coq compiler). Thus, it is reasonable to compare proof script synthesis tools, such as Diva, to CoqHammer with respect to the theorems they are able to prove. However, since their approaches are so fundamentally different, it is expected that these tools are likely to be complementary, performing well for different theorems. While CoqHammer and Diva are likely to perform similarly well for some simpler classes of theorems, CoqHammer is at a fundamental disadvantage, though, for other classes of theorems, such as ones that require induction to prove.

On our evaluation set of 10,782 theorems, ASTactic proves 1,322 (12.3%) and TacTok proves 1,388 (12.9%) theorems. CoqHammer proves 2,865 (26.6%) theorems. Prior to performing our evaluation, we expected that Diva would prove strictly more theorems than ASTactic and TacTok (though how many more remained an important question), that it would not prove more theorems than CoqHammer, but that it would prove some complementary theorems, thus providing significant added value compared to CoqHammer, as was the case in ASTactic and TacTok evaluations [28, 90].

Figure 5 shows the success rates, as well as the raw number of theorems proven by the four tools, and the value Diva adds over each tool, as well as their combination. Diva proves 2,338 (21.7%) of the theorems. This means Diva proves 2,338−1,322 = 76.9% more theorems than ASTactic and 2,338−1,388 = 68.4% more theorems than TacTok. Since these tools use the same search mechanism,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tool</th>
<th>theorems proven</th>
<th>Diva’s value added</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASTactic</td>
<td>1,322 (12.3%)</td>
<td>908 (76.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TacTok</td>
<td>1,388 (12.9%)</td>
<td>842 (68.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoqHammer</td>
<td>2,865 (26.6%)</td>
<td>781 (27.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all 3 prior tools</td>
<td>3,282 (30.4%)</td>
<td>364 (11.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diva</td>
<td>2,338 (21.7%)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diva &amp; CoqHammer</td>
<td>3,646 (33.8%)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Theorems proven by and the success rate of Diva, ASTactic, TacTok, CoqHammer, and the combination of these tools out of the 10,782 theorems in CoqGym’s test dataset. Diva provides value added over each of these tools, and 11.1% value added over the combination of all three.

these significant improvements are due entirely to the use of model diversity.

While CoqHammer proves more theorems than Diva, Diva proves 781 theorems that CoqHammer does not, an added value of 781 / 2,865 = 27.3%. Figure 6 shows a Venn diagram of the theorems Diva, ASTactic, TacTok, and CoqHammer prove. Together, these four tools prove 3,646 theorems, for a success rate of 33.8%, whereas without Diva, the other three tools prove 3,282 theorems. (Because ASTactic and TacTok have an added value of 0% over Diva, CoqHammer and Diva prove the 3,282 theorems on their own, without the other tools’ help.) Diva adds a value of 11.1% over the combined state of the art, and proves 364 theorems no tool has previously proven.

RA1: Our Diva diversity mechanisms are successful in creating model diversity sufficient to significantly improve the proving power of metaheuristic-search-based tools (68%–77% added value). Diva also generates 27.3% added value over CoqHammer, and proves 364 theorems no prior tool has proven. Together with CoqHammer, Diva reaches a new milestone, proving over one third of all theorems completely automatically.

4.3 RQ2: Learning-parameter diversity

To investigate the effectiveness of varying learning parameters on generating diverse models, we conduct a series of experiments by generating models varying those parameters, using the resulting models to synthesize proof scripts, and then measuring the diversity of the sets of theorems the models prove. As Section 3.2 described, the factors we investigate are sequence depth, learning rate, number of layers, embedding size, and training order. Figure 7 details how much diversity Diva produces by varying learning parameters in training its models.

**Tactic depth diversity.** We vary the tactic sequence depth, considering depths of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20, 25, 29 and 30; a total of 16 models. (Note that the depth 0 model is equivalent to ASTactic, and the depth 3 model is equivalent to the Tac model in TacTok.) Overall these 16 models prove 1,858 theorems, whereas
on average, a single model proves 1,064 theorems. Diva’s diversity is responsible for a 74.6% increase in proving power! The left graph in Figure 7(a) shows the diversity of the set of tactic sequence depth models (recall the diversity metric from Section 4.1.2). The $k^{th}$ bar shows $d_k$ for the 16 models. That is, the $k^{th}$ bar states the fraction of extra theorems proven by $k$ random models, that a random set of $k - 1$ models does not prove. For example, the $k = 1$ bar is simply the effectiveness of using a single model, 0.573 (on average, 57.3% of the theorems proven by all models together are proven by using one random model). The remaining 42.7% need Diva’s diversity mechanism. For $k = 2$, the diversity is 0.138, meaning that adding the second model, on average, adds an additional 13.8% of the total theorems proven. Two randomly chosen models prove, on average, $57.3% + 13.8% = 71.1\%$ of all the theorems proven by at least one model. The right graph in Figure 7(a) shows the average number of theorems that $k$ of the tactic sequence depth models prove. The box-and-whiskers indicate the maximum, 75%-,$30%$, and 25%-tiles, and minimum values.

Token depth diversity. Similar to tactic depth, we considered token depths of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20, 25, 29 and 30; a total of 16 models. (Note that the depth 0 model is, again, equivalent to AStactic, and the depth 30 model is equivalent to the Tok model in TacTok.) Overall these 16 models prove 1,810 theorems (slightly fewer than tactic depth diversity models did), whereas on average, a single model proves 1,080 theorems. Diva’s diversity is responsible for a 67.6% increase in proving power. The left graph in Figure 7(b) shows the diversity of the token depth models. A single random model proves a slightly larger fraction, 39.7%, of all the proven

---

**Figure 7:** The diversity exhibited by altering learning parameters tactic sequence depth (a), token sequence depth (b), learning rate (c), embedding size (d), number of layers (e), and training data order (f). The left graph in each pair shows the diversity measure, as a function of the number of models (e.g., the $k = 5$ bar is the mean fraction of additional theorems proven by picking a random 5th model that a random disjoint set of 4 models has not proven). The right graph in each pair shows the mean number of theorems proven by $k$ models. The box-and-whiskers indicate the maximum, 75%-,$30%$, and 25%-tiles, and minimum values.
theorems than was the case for tactic depth models, indicating again that token depth provides slightly less useful diversity. Still, the remaining 40.3% of the theorems require Diva’s diversity to be proven. The right graph in Figure 7(a) shows the variability in a selected \( k \) models. Here, a single model can prove between 992 (9.2%) and 1,322 (12.3%) theorems from the test set. Overall, token depth provides significant diversity, but less than tactic depth did.

**Learning rate.** We explore 7 different learning rates: \( 3 \times 10^k \) for \( k \in \{ -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8 \} \). Overall these 7 models prove 1,730 theorems (slightly fewer than the depth diversity models did), whereas on average, a single model proves 945 theorems. Diva’s diversity is responsible for a 83.1% increase in proving power. The right graph in Figure 7(c) shows the diversity of the learning rate models. A single random model proves 54.6% of all the proven theorems. The remaining 45.4% of the theorems require Diva’s diversity to be proven. The right graph in Figure 7(c) shows the variability in a selected \( k \) models. Here, a single model can prove between 505 (4.7%) and 1,115 (10.3%) theorems from the test set. Overall, learning rate provides significant diversity, and the models are more diverse from one another than the sequence depth models, but, overall, result in slightly less proving power.

**Embedding size.** We explore 4 different embedding sizes: 64, 128, 256, 512. Overall these 4 models prove 1,496 theorems (fewer than the already discussed models), whereas on average, a single model proves 1,100 theorems. Diva’s diversity is responsible for a 36.0% increase in proving power. The left graph in Figure 7(d) shows the diversity of the embedding size models. A single random model proves 73.5% of all the proven theorems. The remaining 26.5% of the theorems require Diva’s diversity to be proven. The right graph in Figure 7(d) shows the variability in a selected \( k \) models. Here, a single model can prove between 1,056 (9.8%) and 1,134 (10.5%) theorems from the test set. Overall, embedding size provides some diversity, though less than sequence depth and learning rate.

**Number of layers.** We explore 5 different numbers of layers: 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Overall these 5 models prove 1,476 theorems (similar to the embedding size), whereas on average, a single model proves 1,109 theorems. Diva’s diversity is responsible for a 33.1% increase in proving power. The left graph in Figure 7(e) shows the diversity of the number of layers models. A single random model proves 75.2% of all the proven theorems. The remaining 24.8% of the theorems require Diva’s diversity to be proven. The right graph in Figure 7(e) shows the variability in a selected \( k \) models. Here, a single model can prove between 1,063 (9.9%) and 1,158 (10.5%) theorems from the test set. Overall, varying the number of layers provides a similar amount of diversity as embedding size. Both parameters effect the size of the learnt model.

**Training data order.** We explore 10 randomly chosen orderings of the training data. Overall these 10 models prove 1,232 theorems, the smallest number of all the learning parameters, whereas on average, a single model proves 1,073 theorems. Diva’s diversity is responsible for a 14.8% increase in proving power. The left graph in Figure 7(f) shows the diversity of the training data order models. A single random model proves 87.1% of all the proven theorems. The remaining 12.9% of the theorems require Diva’s diversity to be proven. The right graph in Figure 7(f) shows the variability in a selected \( k \) models. Here, a single model can prove between 1,058 (9.8%) and 1,098 (10.2%) theorems from the test set. Overall, even just varying the training data order provided some useful diversity and enabled proving more theorems, though the diversity benefits were much smaller than those of the other parameters.

RA2: Varying learning parameters resulted in significant diversity, which, in turn, led to significant improvement in proving power. Varying the depth of the tactics and tokens the model learnt from and the learning rate led to the greatest diversity, while varying the size of the model led to moderate diversity. Varying the order of the training data marginally increased the proving power.

### 4.4 RQ3: Training-data diversity

Recall from Section 3.3 that there are three types of data in the training proof scripts: the proof state, the proof script tactics and tokens, and the Gallina proof term. We train models for all possible combinations of these data types, except no model includes both tactics and tokens, and we exclude the model that is the empty combination. In total, we learn 11 models.

We first measure the value added by adding each of the three types of information. The value of adding proof script tactics to a model already encoding the proof state and the Gallina proof term is 134.2%, proving an additional 345 theorems. (The value of adding proof script tokens instead of tactics is similar, 136.6%, 351 theorems). The value of adding Gallina proof term to a model already encoding the proof script and the proof state is much smaller, 8.0%, proving an additional 89 theorems. (If using tokens instead of tactics, the added value is 10.6%, 124 theorems.) Finally, the value of adding proof state to a model already encoding the proof script and the Gallina proof term is 21.8%, proving an additional 135 theorems. (If using tokens instead of tactics, the added value is 53.5%, 281 theorems. We observe that while in previous scenarios, tactics and tokens behaved similarly, here, tokens exhibit much more diversity than tactics.) In all three cases, tokens exhibited greater diversity than tactics in encoding the proof script, suggesting that tokens are a more different representation that tactics of the other types of information. The Gallina proof term contained the least diversity compared to the other types of data, whereas the proof script contained the most.

Overall, these 11 models prove 2,053 theorems, which is significantly more than any of the learning parameter models from Section 4.3. A single model, on average, proves 785 theorems. Diva’s diversity is responsible for a 161.5% increase in proving power! The left graph in Figure 8 shows the diversity of the training-data-types models. A single random model proves 38.3% of all the proven theorems. The remaining 61.7% of the theorems require Diva’s diversity to be proven. The right graph in Figure 8 shows the variability in a selected \( k \) models. Here, a single model can prove between 257 (2.4%) and 1,322 (12.3%) theorems from the test set. Overall, training data types provide the most diversity of all the dimensions we explored, leading to the greatest proving power.
4.5 RQ4: Synthesis efficiency

To explore improving Diva’s efficiency, we implement model interrupts described in Section 3.4. We evaluate the efficiency improvement of model interrupts by measuring the mean time to prove a theorem with and without interrupts. Of course, the order in which Diva considers the models matters. Without interrupts, in the worst case, the last model produces the successful proof script, and Diva wastes 10 minutes on each of the other models, before they time out. For our evaluation, we measure the mean time over a random sample of 20 possible model orderings.

Without interrupts, the mean time to prove a theorem is 685.5 seconds. However, we observe that most models either synthesize the proof script relatively quickly, or don’t at all, though with some notable exceptions. Using model interrupts allows us to benefit from proving theorems quickly in the initial burst of each model, without spending the long time in the tail of each model’s distribution, unless it is necessary. With model interrupts, we explore 15 different switching times: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 60 seconds.

We explore two different interrupt schemes. First, we attempt to synthesize a proof script using each model for X seconds. If none of the models find a proof script in that time, we return and give each model another X seconds. And so on, until each model has attempted its search for 10 minutes. The left graph in Figure 9 shows the mean time to prove a theorem for this interrupt scheme. For X = 1 second, this interrupt scheme achieves the minimal mean time to prove a theorem of 17.2 seconds, and the proving time increases monotonically for larger X. For X = 1, the speed up compared to not using interrupts is 97%, or 40×. This suggests that many theorems are proven very early in the synthesis process, and while some theorems do get proven after a lengthy synthesis search, prioritizing the first seconds of synthesis using the diverse models greatly improves synthesis efficiency.

Second, we allow each model to attempt to synthesize a proof script for X seconds, and then give each model the remainder of its 600 – X seconds, thus switching only once per model. The right graph in Figure 9 shows the mean time to prove a theorem for this interrupt scheme. For X = 5 seconds, this interrupt scheme achieves the minimal mean time to prove a theorem of 44.7 seconds, a speed up of 93%, or 15×, compared to not using interrupts.

4.6 Threats to validity

The CoqGym benchmark we evaluate our work on has been used by prior evaluations of proof-script synthesis [28, 90] and uses theorems from 122 open-source projects, improving the likelihood that our results generalize. Our analysis focuses on the Coq interactive proof assistant and may not extend to other assistants, such as HOL4 [72] and HOL Light [36]. Transformers have outperformed Bidirectional LSTM in some natural language tasks [23], and may be able to improve Diva’s performance beyond what we find here, but they require significantly larger training sets than what is available today in projects written in Coq. Accordingly, future work should explore other neural modeling architectures.

5 RELATED WORK

We now place our research in the context of related work.

Interactive Theorem Provers (ITPs). ITPs, such as Coq [79], Agda [84], Dafny [49], F* [77], Liquid Haskel [83], Mizar [80], Isabelle [61], HOL4 [72], and HOL Light [36] are semi-automated systems for formally proving theorems. We focus on Coq, but our approach is applicable to other ITPs. Coq has been used to build and verify a C compiler [50], an operating system kernel [52], an x86 model [57], a file system [42], distributed protocols [71] and systems [88], a browser [45], and network controllers [33].

Automation for Proof Systems. Heuristic-based search can partially automate ITPs [5, 12, 14, 15]. Hammers use external ATPs
Diversity-Driven Automated Formal Verification

Diva, the interactive theorem prover provides a strong assurance in search, low-quality fitness functions can lead to low-quality re-engineering [35] has been used for developing test suites [55, 85], and automated program repair [2, 46, 87].

Metaheuristic Search-based software engineering [35] has been used for developing test suites [55, 85], finding safety violations [4], refactoring [70], project management and effort estimation [8], and automated program repair [2, 46, 87]. In search, low-quality fitness functions can lead to low-quality results, such as, for example, incorrect bug patches [58, 73]. With Diva, the interactive theorem prover provides a strong assurance that the final produced proof script leads to a correct proof, and thus, proof script synthesis is particularly well suited for metaheuristic-search-based methods.

**Ensemble Learning.** Ensemble learning is the generation and combination of multiple models to make a decision. This is typically used in supervised machine learning tasks [68]. The idea is that weighing and combining several opinions is better than simply choosing a single one. When generating a model to be used in an ensemble learning method, the model should be sufficiently diverse for the ensemble to achieve a desired predictive performance [22], and the individual model’s predictive performance should be as high as possible. There are several approaches to generating diverse models, including input manipulation [18], manipulation of the learning algorithm [13, 52, 54], and combinations of strategies.

Ensemble learning methods either have dependent models, where the output of each model affects the generation of the next, or independent models, where each model is constructed independently from the others [68]. Another way to combine classifiers is through stacking [24], which uses a classifier to decide which model to apply to each input. Diva differs from these methods by using independent models in separate searches of the proof script space since the Coq proof assistant serves as an oracle for whether the resulting proof scripts are valid.

### 6 CONTRIBUTIONS

We have identified a method for using diversity to significantly improve the proving power of proof-script-synthesis tools. We create Diva, implementing our diversity-based approach, which proves 68% more theorems than TacTok and 77% more than ASTactic, two state-of-the-art proof-script-synthesis tools. Diva automatically proves 364 theorems no existing tool has proved. Together with CoqHammer, Diva proves more than a third of all the theorems in our benchmark of 122 open-source projects, the largest fraction to date. Our model interrupts optimization improves Diva’s running time by 40x. Along the way we identify a killer app for ensemble learning, by using the theorem prover as an oracle for optimally aggregating learnt model results. Our findings strongly suggest that using diversity for improving automated formal verification is fruitful and warrants further research.
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